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Friday, February 21, 1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO

To Replace Arts & Science Head

In Student Rights and Curriculum Reform Areas

Advisory Committee Seeks New Dean

Mannie Wright To ~nlarge NSA Activities
By SHANNON ROBINSON
National Student Association
(NSA) coordinator Manu e I
Wright said he will enlarge local
NSA activities into the areas of
curriculum reform and student

' '

Mannie Wright

rights, and "help UNM students
develop a consciousness of our
basic problems."
"Phil Ingram, former NSA co.
ordinator for UNM, told me,"
said Wright, "that we already
have the things students are
working for and we don't need
any of the political ideas of
NSA." Wright disagrees.
"Local NSA has been sponsor·
ed by students who are fright·
ened by the words 'student pow·
er,' and who have complained
about apathy when the real prob·
lem is alienation," Wright said.
"These students have been content to limit their activities to
funding ski trips and going to the
NSA congress to sit and watch."
"I plan to continue the NSA
services available to UNM students,'' said Wright, "but as NSA
coordinator I can serve a greater
function."
Wright plans to challenge the
national accrediting team which
will visit UNM next month.
"Students who have been work-

ing for educational reform and
have been ignored by professors
and the administration will confront the accreditors. They will
tell it like it is and make positive
recommendations for educational
reform," said Wright ..
Wright -plans a movement to
get meaningful .evaluation of
their own work by students,
which he hopes might eventually
replace grades. The Ford Foundation gives yearly grants to
NSA for research in curriculum
reforms.
He also favors a "Support the
Campus Police" drive to encourage a crack down on reckles/J
driving on campus. "We could
also urge campus police to lock
up their firearms," said Wright.
"Students should be kept informed as to what their rights are
in regard to arrest. This will
mean cooperation with the American Civil Liberties Union."
NSA is placing a new emphasis
on student organization in their
own ghetto--the university, said

For Prospective Teachers

I

Sixty-five organizations have
scheduled dates to interview prospective teachers during M;arch at
the UNM placement center.
Students and alumni can reserve a time for an interview by
contacting the Placement Center.
The March schedule is:
Monday, March 3 - Calexico,
Calif.; Orange, Calif; ~oulder,
Colo.
Tuesday, March 4 - Boulder,
Colo.
Wednesday, March 5 - Anaheim,
Calif.; El Monte, Calif.; Trona,
Calif.
.
• Thursday, March 6-Caochella,
Calif.; Compton, Calif.
Friday, March 7 -- La Mesa,
Calif.; Merced, Calif.; Los Alamos.
Monday, March 10 - Tucson,
Ariz.; Anaheim, Calif. (Magnolia
school district); Castro Valley,
Calif.; El Monte, Calif. (Mountain
View School District); Poway,
Calif.; Rio Linda, Calif; Riverside, Calif.; Tustin, Calif.
Tuesday, March 11 - Bloom-'
ington, Calif. (Colton joint unified school district); Fullerton,
Calif.; Livermore, Calif.; Rose-·
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad iB to
run fiVe or more consecutive days. with
no changes the rate is reduced to lie
per word ad. the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Bulldi~>g. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail
Clasaltled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

mead, Calif. (Garvey school dis'trict).
Wednesday, March 12--Morgan
Hill, Calif.; Ojai, Calif.
Thursday, March 13--Anchorage, Alaska; Anthony, N.M.
(Gadsen independent schools).
Friday, March 14--San Diego,
Calif.; Anchorage, Alaska.
Monday, March 17-Bakersfield,
Calif.; Corona, Calif.; Los Angeles, Calif.; Richmond, Calif.;
San Jose, Calif. (East Side Union
high school district); Denver,
Colo.; Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Albuquerque.
Tuesday, March 18---Azusa,
Calif.; Richmond, Calif.; Rowland
Heights, Calif.; Wasco, Calif.;
Denver, Colo.
Wednesday, March 19 - Oakland, Calif.; Ukiah, Calif.
Thursday, March 20-Glendale,
Calif.; Lancaster, Calif.; Salinas,
Calif.; Santa Maria, Calif.; Fort
Worth.
·
Friday, March 21 - Glendale,
Calif.; Redwood City, Calif.; Taos,
N.M.
Monday, March 24-Corcoran,
Calif.; Cypress, Calif.; El Paso,
Tex.
Tuesday, March 25 - Lompoc,
Calif.; U.S. Forest Service, Albuquerque, N.M.; El Paso, Tex.
Wednesday, March 26- Albuquerque.
Thursday, March 27 - Sunnymead, Calif. (Moreno Valley unified school district); Albuquerque.
Friday, March 28--Snowflake,
Ariz. (Elementary school district
No. 5); La Canada, Calif.; Sacramento, Calif. (Grant joint union

LOST&FOUND
·:,osT-set of keys on a Harrah'e Tahoe
Chain, Call 243-4060.
MISCELLANEOUS
RIDEl NEEDED-from & to Santa Fe. At
UNM 9 :00·4:30 MWF. Calf 983-2676
or
.. Kabaroeddin, Geology Department.
.

PERSONALS
l:~E:EDED: 3 girls to aharc house, near
UNM.. Call 265·4986.
,ARTISTS AND VfRITEitS. THUNDERDlRD needs your work. Deadline Feb. 28.
Bring to rm 168, Journalism Bldg.
SERVICES
INEXPENSIVE
· hut TOP QUALITY
TYPING by matcrnall•ed Executive
Secretary. Campus Delivery possible.
?.66·6129.
T'Yl'lNG-Reasouable-Call Mary Ann344·8761.
FQRRENT

NEED ROOMATES: Free furnished room.
321 W:vominll' SE. Call 268·3393 after
6:30 p.m.

Makers of Hand M11de
l~di"n Jewelry
OLDTOWN

89 Winrock Center

298-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

Ptetion and Nonfiction

Paperbacks

Central
Location
Only

·suNDAY
Special

high school district); Salinas,
Calif.; Santa Ana, Calif.; Albuquer.
Monday, March 31 - Monrovia,
Calif.

Is More Than
A Razor Blade

ABC
Unified School
District
Artesio, California

interviews at
Pla~ment Center
Feb. 28
Grades K-12
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An unbiased, good compromiser
is being sought to become the new
dean of the college of arts and
science by an eight member advisory committee Dr. Frank
Logan announced recently.
Dr. Logan, chairman of the
committee, expressed the hope
that the new dean will not let
either the graduate or undergraduate programs "lie and rot." He
said the median course is by far
the best position for the dean of
the university's largest college.
The appointment of the new
dean will be made prior to September, 1969, "If someone from
. !outside this university is appointed, the selection must be
made within the next six weeks,"
Logan said. At present there are
100 nominees.
The selection of the new dean
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will be made with the approval
of the board of regents, various
arts and science department chairmen, and the faculty, Logan said.
Logan said the criteria being
used to select the new dean inelude:
• He should have made significant contributions in his own
field of study in order to set a
standard of scholarship for the
college.
• He should be able to "preserve a healthy balance among
the separate disciplines and he
must promote the dual commitment to teaching and research
in each of them."
• He should be aware of the
diversity of interests and needs
of the students within the college
of arts and science and be responsLve to them.

• He should reassess the curriculum frequently and organize
a faculty that will keep that curriculum alive.
• He should recognize the opportunities for "growth and improvement in the research, teaching, and service functions of the
college and should stimulate excellence in all of these."
• He should be aware of the
primary importance of this college to the university and exhibit
courage to act on his own decisions.
Hoyt Trowbridge, presently
dean of tl:!e collego r,f arts and
science, is resigning to resume
teaching in the English department.
The college of arts and science
comprises 17 departments with
combined faculty of 270 members.

Dr. Logan
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No. 84

Also Discusses Integrity, Appropriations

Heady Stresses Image-Consciousness
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President Heady

The tree of wife.

Imperial Wedding Bands by Columbia

gJ~Cf!J-C(6P.
JEWELERS
268-4480

(Across Menaul From Coronado)

~

gents, the legislature, newspapers,
and other organizations that "attack the University and try to
make its decisions."
The internal threats can come
from "disruptions of the University community by the University
community," said Heady.
"Integrity,'' said Heady, "is the
protection of the University in
the sense of its being able to conduct its educational mission without disruption.
Campus parking is going to be
a trouble spot for us," said
Heady. He listed three possible
solutions to the present lack of
space on campus: (1) acquire
more land, (2) build parking
structures, or (3) have parking
on the south campus and use a
shuttle sen-ice. He said the least
expensive would probably be to
run the shuttle service. "If we
have a parking structure, there
would be a fee,'' said Heady.
Recently, land-grant leader
Reies Tijerina said he wanted
all teachers in New Mexico to
speak both Spanish and English.

=
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Heady responds to this proposal.
"I think we must increase the
proportion of those who are bilingual and train more and help
those who are teachers now."
Heady said that at present a
program of teaching called the
Academic Year Institute is be•
ing set tip to train 40 teachers
in elementary schools over the
summer.
Connected with educational opportunities are UNM's admission
requirements. Heady said he does
not believe the University is being
discriminatory in its admission
policies by setting a minimum requirement for admission. "It
makes more sense to everyone
concerned to have admission requirements that operate so that
students who are unlikely to succeed do not have to go through
the trauma of getting admitted
and then failing." He added,
"That is the reason for the 'C'
requirement.
"The place that I think we
might experiment is a program to
identify those who are not ad-

missable, but could make it," he
said.
The role of the University concerning parietal rights was clarified by Heady. "I am in favor of
dissengagement of the University
coneen1ing students and nonacademic behavior," he said!,..
"If you ask me if any student
has the dght to do anything he
wants at the University, the answer is no," said Heady.
He continued, "There are regulations for group living that are
necessary. Those rules should be
in dominant use by the people
who are living there."
Heady commented briefly on
tuition, draft counseling, and
ROTC.
He said he has recommended to '
the legislature that they not increase tuition because there have
been several increases in the last
few years.
Heady said he bas not had a
chance to study the job of the new
draft counselor, Charles Daniels,
He said he thinks the University
(continued on page 4) -~
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Student
independence
and between Norwegian student comstrength is a characteristic of mittees, such as the budget comNorwegian higher education not mittee, and the ministry, ( equiffound in American colleges, says alent to our state legislature), lie/
Dr. Odd Grande, associate profes- said.
.
sor of sociology at UNM.
In other committee discussions,
Grande, a former member of Edward Benavidez, a member of
the faculty of the Oslo Statel Col- UNM's United Mexican-American
lege of Agriculture, made these Students (UMAS) and the Stuobservations in a speech to the dent Affairs comlnittee, introStudent Affairs Committee last duced a resolution asking that
week.
the Associated Student place more
"Incoming freshmen in Nor- cpltural relevance into Fiesta.
wegian col~eges are two years oldHe said that one of the reasons
er than incoming American fresh- for doing this is to show people
man and as a result their student from the east "what it's really all
government,s a~·e stronger and about."
more independent," Grande said.
The :resolution passed unaniHe said that student governments mously by the Student Affairs
make the decisions that the boa:rd Committee reads, "Fiesta should
of trustees and regents make in be in the spirit of the Mexican
most American colleges. Students tradition."
in Norwegian colleges are mo:re
The Studant Affairs Committe~
used to this system because they also passed unanimously a resoluco:me from high schools which tion asking that the Dean of Stualso have independent and power- dents take whatever action is
ful student governments, said necessary to alleviate the current
Grande.
mechanical difficulties involved in
There are direct negotiations eliminating women's hours.

When man first climbed down out of the tree, he
sought some means of binding his chosen to him.
Gradually the rope around her ankle gave way to
the symbolic "rope"' around her finger.

6609 MENUAL BLVD. N.E.

At a time when the legislature
is considering annual appropriations, UNM President Ferrel
Heady believes the University
should be image-conscious.
In a Feb. 20 interview, Heady
discussed UNM's image, integrity,
campus parking, bilingual teachers, broadening educational opportunities, parietal rights, tuition, admission policies, draft
counseling, and ROTC on campus.
Heady said the University
should be image-conscious because
(1) "UNM is the prime university in the state and the best. It
is also the bigegst in size so it is
focal"; and, (2) "There is activity
on this campus that the legislators
do not like. UNM is a little more
permissive and there are activists
and those concerned with social
problems. We have a big city
feeling,'' he added.
In his Nov. 9 inaugural address,
Heady said, "The University must
preserve its integrity from attackB from within and attacks
from without." He said external
threats can come from the Re-

Professor Compares
University Systems

Persona

W57 PLYMOUTH, 6 cYlinder Btandard,
radio, new scat covere. 282·3280.

:~EYSTONE Smm Movie Camera, Arl!'I!S
projector, aild screen $70. 299-4192.

.Good Compromiser Wanted

Free 10¢ Coke
With Fish Sandwich

FOR SALE
ii

l&M!l

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY

Interviews· Set For March

' '

.,

Wright. NSA drafted a Student
Bill of Rights in conjunction with
the American Association of University Professors (AAUP). The
bill clarifies student rights and
has helped protect students from
arbitrary decisions by an administration and preserved due process; said Wright.

Student Affairs

Lobo Photo by Tony Lauderbaugh

Dr. Grande, se1:ond from left, spoke. before the Student Affairs
Committee Friday on the differences of international colleges.
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ROBERT BURTON

WAYNE CIDDIO

Editor

Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
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The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Stud&nt Publications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year,
The opinions express&d an the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinio11 is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
ersity of New Mexico.

EditoJ.•ial

Who Gets Compromised?
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Monday, February 24, 1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO

The University is looldng for a new dean
of the College of Arts & Sciences to replace
Hoyt Trowbridge, who resigned recently
after six years in that office to return to
teaching in the department of English.
Care should be taken to ensure that his
successor is devoted to the improvement of
undergraduate education, perhaps as a
humanist, liberal arts professor.
By now everyone at UNM should be
aware of this need. President Heady made
it official in his inaugural speech-undergraduate education at UNM is a wasteland.
Even before that, however, it must have
been fairly obvious. Students have been
enduring boring, interminable lectures for
some years and can hardly have escaped
the realization that the state of imdergraduate education is somnolent at best. Instead, a number of professors who give
some of the larger lectures seem to realize
now the shoddiness of their teaching. One
recently observed to his class of 700, "Lecturing is the poorest excuse for education
still known to the mind of man!" before.
beginning 'his own 75 minute soliloquy
with the blackboard and the microphone.
Very much needed is a dean who can
supply more imagination than this, as well
~,,some direction and some leadership in
the task of implementing reforms in the
college. Heady's announced concern that
undergraduate studies be "revitalized" will
require a man who is familiar with the
present shortcomings of those studies and
who is capable of more than the realization
that present methods are ineffective; he

must be a man willing and able to offer
alternative approaches to undergraduate
instruction.
To place the college in the hands of a
professor of natural sciences oriented to
graduate studies and research would be to
ignore the painful condition of undergraduate studies. Presently, satisfaction of the
needs of research and graduate studies
exists in the divisions of the University
headed by the vice president for research
and the dean of the graduate school. These
at the very least are better servants for
the twin taskmasters of research and
graduate studies than Arts & Sciences
could be.
If we are to witness a rebirth of undergraduate education it will not be enough
to assign a liberal arts reformist to the
position of dean of Arts & Sciences. That
much and more will be required before
undergraduates will be offered anything
worthy of the name of education-or of
pride.
Thus, to hear the chairman of the committee charged with selecting the new
dean speak of seeking a man somewhere
between the interests of graduate studies
and undergraduate studies (see story, page
one) is not a source of much hope. Some
say that what Arts & Sciences needs most
is a revolution-we are saying that whatever it needs, the appointment of a liberal
arts reformist for undergraduate education will be little enough, and he must be
followed by much more.

Hot Dog Day

j

-

Lobo Merit Badge

Nominations for Lobo Merit Awards
should be submitted to the campll9 editor
no later than WednESday
the week it is
to be llSed. Please include Illustration of
subject.

or

By GRANT HARVEY.
EVERYONE IS getting excited because some attention
seekers said they were going to napalm a pro-establishment
puppy to death this Thursday on the mall. The whole thing
is a gimmick to get an audience to a speech, so stay at home.
This way, the only people who will be there to listen will be
the campus police and the SPCA. This puppy burning is an
old stunt that usually gets about as much reaction as a "The
world will end tomorrow" campaign. Don't let these people
insult your intelligence. Wait until they get a little more
sophisticated in their methods of obtaining audiences, then
go and congratulate them. Until then, ignore their stupidity.

***

SOME PEOPLE are upset because I rarely say nice or
positive things about anybody in this column. Just to change
that: Apple pie-Jack Pickel; Mother-Gerhard Schreur;
and Hot dog-Allen Cooper.

*
*
*
who have commented on "this toilet paper" as they pick up

I'D LIKE to direct a couple of remarks to various people

a copy of The Lobo. First, if you are going to use The Lobo
for this purpose you're going to get ink all over your posterior. Second, I've finally discovered why you complain
about it and still pick it up. There is a natural affinity between toilet paper and the anus. The preceding biological
term was used to comply with Sen. Runnels standards of
decency and all that's good.

Big Deal

-~,;,

Since the Lobo Merit Badge hasn't appeared for
sometime, we won't get nasty until next week. Sam
Johnson, the "It's in my eye" kid, has the honor
of being our first real winner. He has finally gotten
some noise out of Lobo basketba11 crowds on occasions other than a questionable call by a referee.
His "soul cheers" have gotten him recognition

in Sports Illustrated, and even Albuquerque's solid
citizens applauded his cheering at their Wyoming
game last week, and the opposing players looked nt
Sam in disbelief. Next week when we give a "real"
merit badge, other cheerleaders should beware-or
else take some more lessons from Sam.
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sentenc~d to 20 years in prison

for sellmg an ounce of marijuana,
~ drug ca~led by t?P re_sear~hers a
a relatively mild mtox1cant,"
and ~et the use of marijuana is
growmg and spreading from co£fee houses to fraternity houses,
what has h!l-ppened?
. The National Student Associatx?~ (N_SA) . and the American
ClVll Ll?erhes Union (ACLU)
have dec1ded that what has happened is that penalties regulating
marijuana in, America are totally
out of proportion with the nature
of t?e drug and the people who
use xt.
Both organizations recently announced that they plan to work
this year for changes in the laws
surr?.unding use and possession of
mariJUana, and for an end to what
NSA. calls ~ociety's "hypocrisy
and mhumamty towards its chi!dren."
Three-Year Study
NSA officials, citing the results
of a three-year study of drugs and
their effect on students, have announced that NSA will begin
·'fcampaigns to place on th13 ballot
by .1970 various schemes for
marijuana regulation-from legal
sales in stores (like alcohol) to
reduction of criminal penalties.''
At the same time, ACLU has
urged removal of criminal penalties for use and possession of
marijuana (which are now felon-

ies punishable by up to 40 years
in prison in some states) and said
it wil ltake on selected' cases of
individuals charged with these
offenses.
"The issue of drugs," according to NSA President Bob Powell
"has plunged the campus into on~
of its worst internal crises and
has driven another wedg~ between a large and growing number of students and their elders.
High School Survey
A recent survey of high school
students in Michigan concluded
'in part that "marijuana smokers
seem more likely than non-amokers to participate in political activity and become involved in social change." Such evidence, the
NSA report hinted, might lead
academic officials and police to
conclude that they can strike a
blow against campus political activity by using the issue of drugs.
While working to get existing
marijuana laws changed through
popular ballot in various states,
Powell said, NSA will also:
• attack in court the constitutionality of current marijuana
s tatut es.
• publieize and distribute a
maximum amount of information
drugs.
• provide arrested students as
much information as possible on
their legal rights.

HlL

Popejoy

CALLING U
Monday, Feb, 24
Poetry reading by Lewis McAdams and
William Pearlman; 8 :15 p.m., Union
tlreatre; open to the public and free.
uMan About Campusn interview with
Paula Fielding, Tpwn Club; on KUNM at
2 :20 p.m, and 9 :40 p.m.
. Broadway p]ay "The Apple Tree"; Pope-J<>Y Hall; 8 :16 p.m.
TuESday, Feb, 26
Marine Corps officer training interviews:
time arranged; ROTC building.
UNM NROTC Clippers spring rush
party from 3:30-4:30 p.m.; all interested
women ·undegradudes at UNM are invited
to attend.
Violin and harpsichord concert by Sonya
Monosoff and James Weaver in the UNM
Recital Hall; 8: 15.
Br~adway Play, -.The Apple Tree":
POPE!JOY Hall; 8 :16 p.m.
Teacher Education screening; Placement
Centerj 6: 30 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 26
"Man About Campus" interview with
Coleman Travelstead, Circle K; on KUNM
at 2:20 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.

Placement

interviews.

Santa

To the Editor:
I agree with your editorial in
today's Lobo; not everyone is
"enamored" of Fiesta. As an undergraduate, then a graduate
student, and now a T.A. in the
Spanish department, I have seen
(and put up with) the excesses of
our "cowboy-flav01'ed, drunken
bash,'' as you so accurately put it
for seven fiesta seasons to date.
I don't think, however, that ~<de
cowboying'' and "re-Mexicanizing" the spring Fiesta is going to
help. resolve· the problems that
occur when a campusful of young,
healthy meh' and women give in
to the mood of revelry, expansion, and celebration-tempered
by what seems to be a tacit permissiveness on the part of the
authorities toward alcoholic beverages-a 'mood .occasioned by tM
holiday itself.
Changing the entertainment
from Glen Campbell (and indeed,
as a former resident of Albuquerque, why shouldn't he perform at
our Fiesta?) to a Mariachi group
won't change anything. Fiesta
would still be a "drunken hash,"
evert if it were Mexican, instead
of cowboy, flavored.
For that matter, there is no objective reason why Fiesta 'Should
be Mexican anymore than Paraguayanj Spanish, Costa Rican,
Bolivian, or generally Mediterranean, as countries and peoples
who have never heard a Mariachi

' Capable of Murder
To the Editor,
' 10~ Feb. 27th at 1:00 p.m. on
the niall, ,a:\ ;group of anarchists
win' demonstrate •• /' that they
toot !lle cap~b!e of murder. C.onc~rnj~g t'hi~~ matter, there seem
to b.1{;' s.eve~Jt) observations w.hich
cqn 1oe. made~
lliirst, T.W.L.F. (initials of
Terry W. L. Freedman) and
friends will, with this demonstration, sentence to death a living creature, thereby embracing
the role of those whom they claim
to be so much against.
Secondly, in doing so, they will
use l'.\s Weapons such chemical
warfaril methods as defoliants
and . napalm, the very use of
which they claim to be protesting!
And after this demonstration,
what then? Will these "anarchists" stumble around protesting
themselves ? ·
Conrad H. Longmire
Herman M. Weil

Back To Normal

Maria,

"Man About Co.mpus" interview with

Robert Young, Student Bar Association;
on KUNM at 2:20 p.m. and 9:40 p.m,
Saturday, March 1
.Tcacha- education screening; 12:30 p,m.;
KlVU..

-

Teacher education screening; Placement

Center; 6 :30 p.m.
Sunday, March ll
Annual Recital by Joanna de Keyser and
George Robert; cello and pio.no; S: 16 p.m.;
Fine Arts Recital Hall.
Monday, March 8
"Man About Campus'' interview with
Manuel Wright, National Student Associa·
tion; on KUNM at 2:20 p.m. and 9:40
p.m.

TAKE
A COURSE
IN THE
CLONKY
CLASSICS

Hall

CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
presents
Make a mark for yourself.
Step into Spring
in a casual that boasts
both a bow and a buckle.
PARIS is now showing
the "Capricorn" in
hand-rubbed leather with
hand-stitching and
a marble finish.
Not just with it, but
way ahead!

Letters nrc welcome, and should
be no longer th1tn 250 words typewritten, double apnced. Nrune, telephone number and address must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

or eaten any Mexican food, all
celebrate their own fiestas in
their own way.
The lettel' from the United
Mexican American Students was
offensive for its petulance, ridiculous for the ignorance it displays, and slightly irritating for
the barely veiled threat it ends
on. If the Mexican-American students (whatever that means) insist on feeling that they are part
of a minority group here (discriminated against or otherwise),
then surely they can piclc some
other way to demonstrate their
solidarity than by lobbying for
mariachis and taco stands at Fiesta. This current position of
theirs is beneath the dignity of
self-respecting Hispanic peoples
anYWhere.
Yours truly,
Robert R. Bacalski

Lobo Photo by Dab Lager

In a few weeks, the fountain
on the mall will be operating
again after repairs for suspected
leaks are completed.

Calif., Joint Union high school district:
Placement Center.
Friday, Feb. 28

***

To the Editor:
This note is to correct a glaring
-but, I'm sure, unintentional
oversight in the report on Feb.
17's AAUP Tri-Cultural Forum.
The contribution by Mrs. Leslie
Chapman was outstanding-and
memorable.
Shirley Hill Witt

PageS

ACLU Says About Marijuana

WITH AS MUCH humbleness as I can muster up, I apologize to the UNM cheerleaders for blaming Oskie on them.
I should have blamed the chirpee Chaparrals and so I'll do it
now. Blxpptft.

Letters

---·-·

NEW MEXICO LOBO

***

I WOULD LIKE to congratulate the Residence Hall Council (RHC) for its positive approach to campus politics. At a
meeting Thursday RHC moved ahead with various endeavors
that included: 1. Deploring the way in which Senate established Malcolm X Day (motion defeated), 2. Deploring the
announced dog burning (motion defeated), and 3. Deploring
the revocation of youth fares for airline tickets. Deplorable!

•

'~
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(CPS)-When a young man is

Oversight
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13.99
PRODUCING MANAGERS' COMPANY
...,<!,AMERICAN TllEATRE PRODUCTIONS

TOM

ewe~
-John Chap!llin, Daily News

{{OSero4{{J

PRINZ
The three liveliest, loveliest mu·
sicals of the year. Each exhilarat.
ing on its own terms and rarely
has theater entertainment been
more fruitful. Let's face It: three
musicals-and such musicals-for
the price of one is the greatest
Innovation in 1he musical theater
since plots, not to mention one of
the best bargains. Each has its own
author, its own story, its own style
its own overture and Its own every:
thing else. They do share the
talents of composer Jerry .Bock,
lyricist Sheldon Harnlck, director
Mike Nichols and quite a feW
others, backstage and on stage •••
These
remarkable people move
·Norman Hadeiswi~ly with something comic •••
World Journal
satinca!, tender or pleasant every
Tribune
minute. You've seldom seen evidences of so much and so varied
t'lent in one .theater. Magic.

Downtown •

Monday, Tuesday-Feb. 24, 25-8:15 P.M.
Tickets 5.50, 5.oo, 4.50, 4.oo, 3.50
Students with Activity Cards-Y2 price

fine shoes
Winrock • Uptown I

Paris-WlNROCK is open Mon-Wed-Fri 'til 9 PM

-- "- --···~-·· - ~- . ---·-· -- ~·- """""__ ,-,. -··~··-·=:-~.:=:··.:-:·~::·-~::·-::-::::::::·=::--~:..··:..·---_....;.__;...;....;..;.;..:.·:.:'-=:~::·=·=-·.:-·.:-.::~:··~·:-:=·:-~·:·:-:·;-:·:·~:=: .: .: : .: .;_. _: ·~·-·: ;~.· :':;:c:-: :. -:. .'·::-:::.:·~··;;:.:.~·~. .--·························································---·-----~-·~~--
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UNM Law Scholars

Students Aid Magistrates

Pete Kendall Receives Summer Editorship
Pete Kendall has been named
editor o-f' the 1969 summer Lobo
by the UNM Student Publications
Board,
A senior journalism major from
Fort Worth, Tex,, Kendall will
edit the eight issues of The Lobo

for the coming summer session.
Extensive Experience
Kendall was editor of the 1967
Mirage, has done work for the
UNM Photo Service, and is managing editor of the 1969 Mirage
under editor Mike Trujillo. Last

THE THEOSOPHICAL
SOCIETY
Invites you to attend a
Free Public lecture

THE POWER OF THOUGHT
r--·!

i

---l
.

I

I

. '·

AND MEDITATION
Mr. & Mrs. Felix Layton
World Travelers and Lecturers

·MONDAY. Feb. 24
Hilton Hotel
8:00P.M.

The Queen's Nectarine ABCS-666
Machine

Feelin' Glad

spring, he served as sports editor Alain Serievssol for feature
of The Skiff, student newspaper stories on student unrest in
of Texas Christian University France. "Coverage of student un(TCU) in Fort Worth, and did rest," said Kendall, "is necessltry
work under TCU Sports Informa- · and important as long as it is
kept in perspective."
tion Director Jim Brock.
Kendall is the secretary of the
This year he has also worked
as a sports writer for the Albu- UNM chapter of Sigma Delta Chi,
querque Journal and has been a professional journalism society,
past contributor to the annual and was one of three members of
the local chapter (along with
Texas Football magazine.
Outlining his plans for the sum- Chuck Noland and Bill Sullivan)
mer Lobo, Kendall told the board present in Las Cruces last weekhe would make extensive use of end to initiate the new student
photo features and would use chapter at New Mexico State
in-depth articles on UNM's re- University.
Students planning to attend the
lation to city government and
management. Kendall also said UNM summer session and who
he wanted to take a closer' look are interested in working for the
at some of the functions and pur- summer Lobo should contact
Kendall at the journalism departposes of student government.
ment this spring. Kendall said he
French Student Unrest
Kendall also hopes to be in will need a managing editor and
contact wil-h French instructor about five reporters.

.

:/

j

'I

'~

Lobo Photo by Bob Lager

Campus View

U NM l-Ias Turn or Registry
The New Mexico Tumor Registry, headquartered at the UNM
School of Medicine, is now ready
to make its services available
throughout the state.
The tumor registry keeps track
of cancer patients, reminds doctors of check-up times, and evalu-

ABCS-655

Puzzle

Wool

•'

Pete Kendall

Lists Cancer Patients

ates the progress of cancer treatment in the state. The registry is
completely computerized.
1\lrs. Dorothy Drylinski, director of the registry, said that the
tumor registry is part of an attack on the problem of controlling
cancer in New Mexico.

ABCS-671

ABCS-676

Instant
catalysts
that
take
you
deep.

The helicopter pilot who took
this campus photo was disappointed. Hokona's bathing beauties are
nowhere to be seen.

UNM Food Services

Tumor Registry personnel go
to each participating hospital
and record information on all
cancer patients in the hospitaltheir age, sex, date of first admission, race, basis of diagnosis,,
date. of last appointment, last
known status of patient, and
other basic information.
There is no charge to the hispitals, doctors, or patients for
the service.
Since the registry began in
1967, there have been 14,480 registered cases.
All information is strictly confidential. Each case, hospital, and
doctor is assigned a code number,
and none of the patient information is released to other doctors
or hospitals.
The registry keeps tracks of a
patient's records and other patient information. When a patient
is due for another check-up, his
doctor is reminded. This stimulates medical supervision so reoccurrances may be found early.
The registry is also of use if a
patient moves from one town to
another. His records may still be
kept up continuously by the computerized registry.
The registry also provides each
hospital's medical staff with a
continuous evaluation of their diagnosis and treatment of cancer,
by comparing their current figures with last year's and with
other hospitals.

Request 'Real Gripes'

Third year law students at
UNM will act as bailiffs and general assistants in the newly formed magistrate courts in Bernalillo
County.
Robert Young, president of the
student bar association (SBA),
said the magistrate courts at
present are extremely short of
manpower.
In addition to assisting the
judges as court bailiffs, Young
said, the law students will work in
the clerk's office helping people
file complaints and claims.
They will also assist in writing
handouts describing the procedure
that is followed in magistrate
court. Many people represent
themselves, added Young, and
this gives them a better idea of
how cases are presented.
Magistrate courts handle minor
civil cases and arraignments for

SDS Unrelated
To Puppy Burning
Allen Cooper, spokes~an for
SDS, said in response to questions that he has been receiving,
that SDS will not be involved in
any puppy-burning exhibition
during their rally against Dow
next week.

terest on the building, said SymBy GAY COOK
If students eating in the dormi- monds.
tory dining halls have a legitimate gripe about cafeteria service,
Food Senice Director H. E. Symmonds is willing to listen to them.
"Dorm food is the whipping boy
of housing," said Symmonds, and
regardless of quality and variety
a student who has to eat 20 meals
a week in the same place is bound
to get tired of it.
A breakfast and an evening
shift are responsible for f o o d
preparation, and menus are made
up six weeks in advance. Students
eating at the cafeteria, in Mesa
Vista dorm and Hokona Hall, are
limited to one main dish and one
dessert, but may have as many
salads, vegetables, and bread as
they desire.
Symmonds said that the ruling
limiting students to one salad per
trip through the food line was to
help eliminate waste. He said that
the waste factor was "between
bad and good." "The daily waste
factor is usually artound 20
pounds, which is about average
for an operation like ours."
Since monitors have been stationed at the cafeteria exits, cafeteria loss in silverware, ashtrays,
and salt and pepper shakers has
been cut by three-fourths, Symmonds said.
"Now that we have eliminated
freeloaders we are able to give
students more for the same
amount of money."
B e g i n n i n g March 4 in the
Hokona Dining Hall, there will be
two breakfast lines. One line will
serve continental breakfast from
7-9 a.m.- and the other line will
be open for regular breakfast
from 7-8 a.m. Symmonds said this
would be an experiment and that
As a. man, you've got ideas and ambitions
if it worked it would be retained.
and valUe$ that won't show up on anybody's
Symmonds said he hopes that
the new dining hall located in the
version of the butcher's chart. You know It
new dorm complex wil !operate at
and we know it.
capacity and Hokona Hall will
take the overflow. Unless the
As an engineer, you want something
dorms are completely full next
more than your daily bread. And we know ._.
year it is expected that for economic reasons only one li:tie will
that, too. . . .
.. . .
operate at Hokona. Both cafeAt trV ·Aerospace Corporation, we
terias will remain co-ed.
have $omethlng pretty special to offer
Symmonds said, "We purchase
all choice meats for the cafeteria
you- !;is~a m.an, as an engineer. • and a! lof our food is government
We've got scope. Engineering scope
inspected. Perishables, milk, and
produce are delivered to the cafethat can take you from the bottom of
teria daily and the remainder of
the ocean to the outer reaches of
the food is stored in Central Facility in the basement of Mesa Vista
spt~ee. Opportunity scope that extends
where the Food Service butcher
to the top levels of management.
shops are located."
. Figure It out. L.TV Aerospace is on..r.
"Food Service, an auxiliary of
the university, is self-supporting,
of the fastest growing companies ln
and receives no outside aid. Food
. America, and what
grow on.
.
Service must pay cafeteria employees wages, food bills, and
nearing strength. Our ratio of emltnt;!ers.
maintenance and repairs," said
Symmonds.
Presently 50 per cent of the
income is used for food, 30 per
cent goes for labor, 16 per cent
goes for maintenance and repairs
and the remainder of the money
j 1~~qe~l :fo~ .bond pr~ncipal •and :i~~

all criminal cases. Frank Dewey,
director of legal services, said
magistrate courts are being flooded with many questions that have
come up for the first time.
The law students in the pro-

gram will work a total of 20
hours a week in magistrate court.
In two weeks each student will be
able to complete the 40 hour
practical experience requirement
of the UNM law school.

Countr.y Barn
Special

9 A.M.-12 P.M.

New Mexico Style

Only 19c
Eat in our large dining room or take it home

2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

Have your day
in the
· . . ·· .·. ·· .· .· · · butcher's market.
·_ ·
Then check with the man from LTV Aerospace.

Image Important
Notes Dr. Heady
(Continued from page 1)
should be a source of information to students about draft policy
that affects them and that the
University should provide information to draft boards on a student status.
Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC) programs on campus, recently the subject of considerable
controversy on many campuses
throughout the country, "is a legitimate issue," said Heady.
"Its timely and one that is going to be studied, he said. Heady
noted that a committee composed
of faculty, students, and administration is being set up to study
the question.

Health Ha:r.ard
Alcoholism now approaches
cancer, heart disease, and mental
illness in importance as a public
health hazard, according to the
National Council on Alcoholism.

Your ears will- throw a party
for your head.

The long arm of the law descended last week on Chicago's
leading underground paper, the
Seed. A group of detectives from
the prostitution and obscene matter section of the Chicago Police
RECORDS
Dept, swept into the office of the
Seed and auested editor Abe
Peek' alta :repurte1• Mike Abra--...;.-.....,;.,;,;,..;,;....,..,~' !! !f r lll~~'.aH d l [ 111 ! !1 : 11 ;: i . ; ' II i li
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to total work force is exceptionally
high. Which adds up to a pretty good
spot for you to be In - as an engineer, •

and as a man.

. So, after you've been weighed a11d :
measured, inspected and all but dts*.(
sected- try to stay in one piecewor..'t '
you? We'd like to talk tothe whole man..
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 28

Schedule an intervisw with our represenl:a- ..
tiVe or write: College Relations Office,

LTV Aerospace Cdrporation, P.O. .)
·
. Dallas,.· TexM 75222. ·
........·.-...·.opportuni-tY employer; •·
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Leads 84-75 Overtime Win

Monday. February 24,1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Gymnasts Drop Arizona State
.

Petie Sweet for TV

By JOHN MOSER
in the WAC and 16-8 overall.
. TEMPE-Sweet Petie Gibson UNM was eliminated from the
1·s making his bid to become a title chance by Wyoming's 68-67
top-rate TV star.
overtime win at Arizona SaturThe 5-7 Pittsburgh Flash pour- day night.
ed in nine points in the overtime
But this one had all the ingrediperiod to lead the Lobos to a ants of a 90 minute TV spectacthrilling 84-75 WAC win over ular-drama, tragedy, and good
Arizona State Saturday after- old-fashioned John Wayne-type
n?on in the third regionally tele- haymaker fisticuffs, The game
VIsed spectacular the Lobos have was stopped four times by the
won.
somewhat less than domineering
Petie thrilled area fans earlier officials to allow tempers to cool
this year with a 25 foot swisher off and left jabs to die down.
at the buzzer that netted the
Culver Tripped
'Pack a 68-66 win over NMSU at
The 500 Lobo fans jammed in
University arena.
Sun Devil Gym's north bleachers
The win bolstered the Lobos almost had a cow when D;~ve CulNIT hopes and put them at 3-5 ver was tripped by a fan as he
attempted to throw the ball in
with the score at 67-65 Lobos and
1:06 left on the clock. The official on the play gave the ball,
and what could have been the
game, to the 'Devils, whose Seabern Hill pumped in a jumper
MERCY (Medical Emergency
with :57 showing to knot the
Relief Care for Youth) is three
score at 67.
well-staffed medical camps in
The Lobos called a time-out
the Ivory Coast, camps to treat
then stalled the clock down to
suffering children :from Biafra.

MERCYBIAFRA

MERCY is a I.V. feeding for a
" small child too weak to eat.
MERCY is a doctor, maybe
from your neighborhood, who
volunteered.
MERCY is clean sheets put on
by a nurse who cares.
MERCY is the right size syringe, the right diagnosis, the
treatment that in three months
has already saved 300 children,

''

MERCY is what you'd like
your sick child to have if
you're not there to take care
of him.

'
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MERCY is an official project of
the medical school and faculty
of the College of Physicians
and Surgeons, Columbia University. We need your help to
treat the thousands of children
who need ours.
Please send your tax deduct. ible contribution to: MERCY,
Physicians and Surgeons Club,
Columbia University, 50 Haven
Avenue, New York, New York
10032.

f'' '

WHAT'S YOUR HANG-UP?
ARE YOU THE EFFECT OF
IT?
WILL IT GET WORSE?
IS A CHANGE NEEDED?
DO YOU WANT TO
IMPROVE?
Improve through the
application of
Scientology data.

Scientology Works.
For free information
contact
Scientology Albuquerqu<>
613 San Mat..o NE, 256-0880

3

:14 before calling another timeout. The ball got worked in to
Big Ron Sanfo1·d, who had to
force a jumper from the side of
the key at the buzzer that was
no good--overtime!
Petie was beautiful in the extra period.
Petie Blitzes
He drove over, under, around
and through the 'Devils-and he
was mild. He hit two 12-footers, a
free shot and a 15 footer before
the 'Devils could get on the scoreboard, and gave the Lobos a 74-67
lead with 2:13 left in the overtime,
ASU got a bucket and a free
one, then Petie sewed up the tilt
with three more counters for a
78-7(} Lobo margin with a minute
and a.half left.
New Mexico then added a bit of
insult to injury with six more
points (Sanford, Culver two free
ones, Sanford again) for a cute
84-71 margin at :22. The Lobos
then let the 'Devils have four last
second counters just for the heck
of it.
Early Going Rough
But the earlier ~oing wasn't all
peaches and cream :for the 'Pack.
The lead changed hands 16 times
and was tied on 13 occasionsincluding at the end of regulation time. Weak-hearted fans in
the WAC are being steadily weeded out, as nearly every game is a
real wowser, with nothing certain
except that someone will win. A
sure-fire method to find out what's

on All Work

. Phone
'(o~'

'(o¢ _...

,.... ~0

c.o?\e~l

243-0~ ~

KOPY- KORNER

,..

0 41

' '1'o ';:;

Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold

I

Talent Needed
Register now in the talent
competition for the
fl
Ij

, -iC
i

'Bob Hope
Show

(
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'
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(
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I
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Auditions- March I

'
(

'

°

for UNM Students only
<'o,o10 41 ..._;:;
For Theses: 100% Cotton Fibre-Cockl<> (as Required)
"/-1(" 0 41
XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum
'11 ..._

v
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Razor Cuts

FREE LECTURES WEEKLY

'(o~ ,....~~''<~ ,....

I/

The College Inn
Barber Shop

247-4406
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Photo by Dave Ratclilf

UNM's Dave Culver expresses
his opinion of the slugging ASU
team as Leroy Bearman meditates. Culver wasn't far from the
action in tlte Lobos' 84·75 win.

So There, 'Devils

Photo by Dave Ratclil!

Stretch Howard eyes the bucket
in the Lobos' exciting overtime
win over .ASU, as Ron Sanford
(14) and ASU's Tom Douthit
(25) look on.

happening but to avoid a heart
attack would be to show up at
the gym in the last minute of
play.
The first half was as close as
you could want, until A-State hit
on two quick baskets to pull out to
their biggest margin of the initial
stanza- 41-35- at intermission.
Despite being sagged on by
State's Bob Edwards and Tom
Douthit, Stretch Howard came
through with 16 points and seven
rebounds in the first 20 minutes.
Stretch was in foul trouble most
of the afternoon, and had to play
very carefully the second half, before he :fouled out with 7:17 left
to play. Greg led Lobo scorers
and rebounders anyWay, with 22
points and 12 boards.
Seabern Hill, as usually led the
'Devil attack, launching his higharching jumper to 24 points.
Arizona State hit on only 17 of
33 free throws, which didn't help
its cause much. The Lobos were
18-24 :from the line. Both teams
shot 44 per cent from the field, but
the Lobos had four more field
goals (33-29).
With the score at 48-45 AState, the first of the afternoon's
brawls got underway was Culver
:fouled Edwards, knocking him to
the court.
Big Bob came up swinging, and
officials, players, coaches, fans,
and s9me Europeans spilled on
to the court.
But the most spectacular freefor-all occurred with 12 :51 left in
the game. ASU's Roger Detter
and UNM's Ron Becker were
chasing a loose ball at mid-court,
near the sideline. The official,
Larry Varnell, stood right in the
middle of the play, whistle in
mouth. The ball, Becker, Detter
and Varnell arrived at the sam:

spot at the same time and the
three men all went l:lprawling to
the floor. Detter didn't like something about the play and pinned
Beck to the court, with his right
arm posed for a hard jab. This
time everyone got into the act,
and there were three fights going on at the same time.
The Lobos displayed coolness
all afternoon, never throwing the
first punch. The high emotional

I Sweet, Petie

New lltexleo
fg
it-a
pt tp
12
Ron Sanford
6
0-0
3
Steve Shropshire 0
0-0
2
o
Greg Howard
9
4·5
5
22
Petie Glbso11
5
5·7
1 15
Ron Beeker
8
1·2
6
17
WilUc Long
3
6·8
6 12
Keith Griffith
1
0-0
0
2
Dave Culver
1
2-2
3
4
Totola
88 18·24
26
84
Arizona State
!g It-a
pf
tp
Tom Douthit
4
8-G
4
11
Ron Johnson
2
2·2
0
6
Bob Edwards
4
1·6
G
9
Roger Detter
6
4-6
2 14
Seabern Hfll
11
2-3
4
24
Kevin English
0
2-4
0
2
Jefi Mackey
o.o
1
1
2
Gerhard Schreur 2
3·6
5
7
Totals
29 17·33 21 '16
New Mexico
81)
32
17-84
Arizona State
41 26
8-76
Att: 4887

pitch died out toward the end of
the game, as most of the involved
fouled out. In all, five players
were excused from action with
five personals.
Stretch got back up help from
Becker with 17 points, Petie with
15, and Sanford and Long with
12 apiece. ASU's Hill was reserved by Detter with 14 and
Tom Douthit with 11.
The Lobos now look to this
week's home games with BYU
(Thursday) and Utah (Saturday). Wins in these would certainly get the Lobo NIT express in
gear.

r

Lobo Spikemen Win Five
In Arizona Relays Affair
TEMPE--Coach Hugh Hacktrack team turned in five first
place performances in lousy
weather conditions here Saturday
morning in the Arizona Relays.
Although no official team scores
were kept, if the meet had been
scored on a 5-3-1 basis, the title
would have gone to host Arizona
State with 41 points. NM was
second with 36, followed by Arizona with 28, Mesa 4, and Northern Arizona, Phoenix JC, and
Grand Canyon College with 3
apiece.
The UNM two mile relay team
of Cox, Long, Nanninga and Ericson headed the field with a time
of 7:40.3.
UNM's Steffes won the long
jump with a 22-H!!, Williams took
the 120 yard high hurdles; and
the Lobo mile and shuttle hurdle
relay squads took wins.
Winners in the mile relay were
Phillys, Perea, Ericson and Head,
'while the shuttle hurdle foursome
consisted of Edwards, Jones, Williams, and Phillys.
The meet was very noticeably
handicapped by rain and wind in
this sunshine capital just east of
Phoenix, and all performances
but one weren't up to par. Ari-

·••DAZZLING"
-LIFE

PARAMOUNT PICTURES prr"'""

,.,

A 811Ent.M

FRANco
ZEFFIRELLI
Prod~M-Iion o(

ROMEO

~JULIET

are qou

Firstihree places will advance to the March 8, State Wide Final

:r

zona State';; javelin ace Mark
Murro heaved the spear to a new
meet and stadium record of 249
feet, eight inches.
Arizona State added four wins
in running events ( 400, 880, and
distance medley relays along with
ett's track team turned in five first
another field victory (John Rambo
in the pole vault) to edge the
Lobos in firsts, 6-5.

The unbeaten UNM gymnasts
squad continued its drive in the
direction of an UCLA championship by downing WAC rival Arizona State 156.60-148.975 Saturday night before an unprecedented crowd of 4500-plus in Johnson
Gym.
The Lobos upped their dual
mark to 7-0 (they also won the
recent UCLA Classic in Los Angeles) with the easy win. Coach
Mitchell now sports a classy 29-1
dual meet record since he came
to New Mexico two and a half
years ago.
UNM'~r all-around ace, sophomore Jim Hruban, walked off
with top honors in his specialty.
Hruban taliled 50.35 in the six
events. He was followed by ASU's
Darryl Barr and Dan Smith with
scores of 49.15 and 47:825 respectively.
The· side horse event belonged
to the Lobos' Tom Galioto, who

handled the horse with a score of
9.45, the highest score registered
in the meet.
Sensational Stormy Eaton,
sophomore
defending
WAC
champion in free exercise and the
now-defunct trampoline, won his
eighth f1•ee exercise event without a loss, impressing the judges
enough for a 9.30 total. Stormy
had been registering scores of not
below 9.4 prior to a A-State meet.
Rich McConnell won the long
horse with a mark of 9.025, John
Charzuk the parallel bars with
8.75, and Bob Manna took the high
bar with 9.20 for the Lobos, who
won five out of six events.
The only 'Devil to gain a vic-

tory was John Price, who latched
on to the still ring title with a
9.20 tally. The Lobos took all
three places in the high bar.
The Lobos will take to the road
this week, for two matches in the
beehive State--.Thursday night in
Provo with BYU and Saturday
night in Salt Lake for Utah University.

WlHMI
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Born In.The 40's
.i'
'

ABC
Unified School
District
Artesia, Callfomla

Interviews at
Placement Center
Feb. 28
Grades K-12

I

We are forming a young adult Mixed Bowling League for you and your age group.

Starting Date~ Feb. 25 - 8:45 p.m.

Eu-Can Bowl

3010 Eubank NE
For more information
call 298·.5583

I

••

nuelear power
ship struetures
eleetrieal systems
eleetronie systems
missile systems
marine design
meebanieal ·design

I

r

I
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Final winner will appear on the

•I
II

o(

Bob Hope Show-March 22

I
,(

Registrations are now being accepted in Room .201
Activity Center-Student Union Building.
t

Deadline Thursday, Feb. 27, 1969
·.

With CF&I, you can go as far as your
talents take you. That's because CF&I
has a planned management program
geared for forward movement ofpromlsing people. The opportunity is there.
Set your sights high. We have posi·
11ons for graduates In metallurgy, combustion,. electrical, mechanical civil
industrial, and chemical engin~ering'
product design, mining, business ad~
ministration and sales. For further in·
formation, write to Director-Indus~
trial Relations, CF&I Steel Corporation
P.O. Box 1920, Denver, Colo. 80201

l\'o ordinar~·1
love sLory.. ;.. . l : ' .

. ''
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lfONMO WHITIN6 /MilO O'SHfA /MICHAH VORK
JOHN McfNERV I PAl HriWIIOO I NAIASHA PAARV
ROBfRT SUI'tl!NS
I ~~i:!?.i:':
'.1:"/l"'•h••
fRANCO DRUSATI aA~ ""fl'!'V(It>••
MASOUNO D'AMICO .
ANlHONY HAVIlOCK·AllAN and JOHN lliiAIIIJURNt
A

Choice :of locations: Hunters Point in San Francisco,
Mare Island in Vallejo, California.
Campus Interviews: February 26
Please·contact your placement office for further information.
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WEDNESDAY

San Franeisc:o Bay Naval Shipyard
An Equnl Opportunity Employer

U.S. Citizenship Required

I.
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Monday;February 24, 1969
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House Opposes CAB Ruling

Youth ·Fares Get Support
Representative Arnold Olsen
(D. Mont.) was joined Wednesday by 16 house members in
Washington, in introducing a resolution recommending continuation o! children, youth, and military fares on the nation's airlines.
A Civil Aeronautics Board decision last month by Examiner Arthpr Present that airline youth
fares discrimina.te against ;fullfare passengers a'rid should be
eliminated, "did not reflect the
intent of the Congress in pas!ling
the Federal AViation Act of
1958," Olsen said.
Olsen asserted, "I do not beli~ve it was the intent of the Congress in this Act to· prohibit the
existing practices of authorizing

one-half fare tickets for youngsters between the ages of 2% and
12 on a reservation basis; of authorizing one-half fare tickets
for pe1·sons between ages of 12
and 21 on a standby basis; or of
authorizing one-half fare tickets
on a standby basis for military
personnel on leave."
":No one would benefit from an
elimination of these fares," Olsen
said. "As a matter. of fact, it
would very liltely lead to a general fare increase because two
of the three fare categories involved apply only to 11eats which
would otherwise go vacant."
Olsen said feeling is widespread in the Congress that the
youth fare, currently under fire,

Campus
FJri·
=fs
II
II
Segovia Plays

handled, research needs, and social
behavioral concepts.

Andres Segovia, Spa_nish guitarist, will be in Albuquerque for
a concert at Popejoy Hall, March
21, at 8:15 p.m.
Segovia is the first musician to
transform the guitar into an instrument with a place on the concert stage. Until Segovia, the guitar had been so removed from
"respectable" music that no capable inst~·uctors could be :found.
Born in Linares, a village in
southern Spain, Segovia tours extensively each year giving concerts in the United States, Europe,
and South America.

Recreation Course
Recreation 524, 11 evaluation of
recreational :facilities and programs," will be offered during the
1969 Summet Session, beginning
June 16 :from 11:30 a.m. to 12:50
p.m. Monday through Friday.
The graduate level, three credit
class will evaluate participation in
,,c Albuquerque's
recreation pro. "g:rams and use of the facilities, in
cooperation with a research project by the Albuquerque Parks
and Recreation Department.
The elass will also discuss how
such an eva 1 u .a ti on should be

Drive-Thru
Restaurant

"has been an important factor
enabling thousands o:f our young
people to attend the colleges and
universities of their choice. It reflects the increased entphasis governments at all levels have placed
on strengthening educational opportunities in recent years.''

~-·

Signs Petitior:-t
Against Dow

Lewis McAdams and WHliam
Pearlman, American poets, will
read. from their works Monday,
Feb. 24, at 8:15 p.m. in the Union Theater.
The :reading is free and open to
the public.
This is the l!econd in the 1969
poetry series co-sponsored by the
UNM English Department and
the Associated Students.

6693 4th NW

OPEN
10 A.M •.

DAILY
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By SARAH LAIDLAW
Thirty nine m e m b e r s of the
UNM faculty and staff have signed a vetition protesting :recruiting
by DOW Chemical Company on
campus this week.
DOW will be recruiting Thursday, Feb. 27, and Friday, Feb. 28
at the Placement Center.
The petition says: "In as much
as the DOW Chemical Company
is the major producer of napalm
and therefore contributes to a
brutal and unnecessary destruction of the Vietnamese people,
we the undersigned do hereby protest its participation in the 'war'
effort.''
The p e t i t i o n was started
through the efforts of various
:faculty and staff members.
"I happened to mention that
DOW and napalm bother me, and
this feeling got other people interested," said Ted Guinn, an assistant professor in math. "The
petition represents a feeling, not
a movement.''
Henry W. Davis, an assistant
professor o:f math and statistics
said that he is in favor of boycotting DOW's appearance on

Tacos
Tostadas
Frijoles

Burros

Chili-

I

burgers

344-3267

Here's one card

from the establishment
that no student
will ever burn.

Lobo photo by Tony !.ouderbough

Lasf Laugh

Council Kicks Out Reporter
A Lobo reporter was ousted
from a Panhellenic Council meeting held yesterday in the Union.
Council President Suzanne Aldrich asked be:fo:re the meeting if
there was anyone present who
was not a member of the council
or a sorority. When The Lobo reporter -replied that she was
not, she was asked to leave.
Dean of Women Helen Whiteside said, "Students don't understand that we just can't let anybody in without permission just

This ldentUkatlon ;;ard entillt~s member tn purchase ttanspor·

tat!on fJ;r :~:elf only, subjeet t

omlition$ on rr~se side,

t~~~J1Ja

'~LASSIFIED

,

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7e per votd, 20 vord minimum ($1.40} l)er tim" :rurt. I! ad Ia to
run live or more eoMecutive dl118 with
no changes the rate ia reduced to 5c
per word ad the minimum nUnlber of
vordS to to•
. TERMS: Payment must be made In
. run ptlor to lnsertiort of adverfuement.
WllEREl Journallsm Building. Room
' 1511, aftern_oons

Albuquerque, :N.M. 87106

I

FOR SALE
1951. PLYMOUTH, 6 wllnder standard,
radio, new seat covel'!!. 282•3280.
KEYSTONE Smm Movie ClUnera. Atgllll
projector, and aereen $70. 299-4192.
LOST & FOUND
LOST-.!et ol keys on rJ. Harrah'& Tl\hoo
Chain. Call 248-4060.
LOST
COLLlE-SHEPARD C l!. 0 S S ln l1NM
rJrta. 1 year old, blllCk and gold male.
lf found call .243-7585 or 817.0581.
. MISCELLANEOUS
RIDE NEEDED'-'-ftolll & to Santa Fe. At
UNM 9 :00-4:30 MWF. Call 988-2676
or Kaharoeddln, ('.ooiOi!Y DepaJ:tment.
PERSONALS
NEEl>ED! 3 &lrlll to share house, nur
UNM. Call 265-4986.
·
ARTlSTS A-'IW Wlt1TERS. 'l'ltUNi>ERBffiD needs your work. Deadline Feb. 29.
Bring to rm i58, .Tourrlnllam B!d&'.
SERVlO:ES
INEXPENSIVE - hut TOP QUAX.rl'¥
TYl'lNG bl" nl!l~nallzed Executive
Sl!otetary. Campus DeliVei'Y :POBI!Ible.

lt1 11 give you a great trip on your spring vaca:tion~ ,
It's TWA's 50/50 Club Card. And if you're
between the ages of 12 and 21, it entitles you to
fly TWA anywhere in the United States at
half~fare (and it's good for d.isc6unts on most
other airlines too). Now's the time to get one, so
you can take off on your spring vacation. Fly

FOR :RENT

p.m.

skiing, fly swimming, fly horne, fly anywhere.
TWA flies just about everywhere. See your
travel agent, TWA Campus Representative or
stop by the local TWA office. Forget about
dasswork and fly'TWA somewhere at half~
fare. Even if your parents approve.

TWA

265·6129.

5 :ao

should refuse to interview them,"
he said in a statement accompanying his signature.
Psychology Profeesor Karl P.
Koenig said that although he
could not sign the petition specifically against DOW, he con·
demned the war in Viet Narn.
SDS, which helped compile the
results of the petition but did not
sponsor the petition, is circulating
anti-DOW leaflets on campus.
The organization is planning a
meeting Wednesday in Room 129
o:f the Union to :formulate plans
:for demonstrations against the
chemical company.

n.\no att.~nd. tb.e d.c:~r~onu.tyn.\'.'i.on on.
-t'he Mo.l.l. ~u:rsde.y.

The American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(A.SPCA) said they are aware-of
the proposed burning.
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Southern University Closes

pre!<!l'ably OJ! mail

l'lEED ROOMAT.IiJS: li'rt!<! furnished roo!n•
· 821 W:l'oming SE. Call 268-31'193 r.ftet

"You just can't get intimate
because bhCly want to come in.''
with a reporter there," Miss
Suzanne Aldrich said that "in
said.
the three years I've been on the Whiteside
Vice President :for Student Afcouncil, the meetings have never fairs Harold Lavender, when conbeen open" to the press or public. tacted by the Lobo, said, "I can
When asked if the Council had see the need for private executive
planned to discuss something that sessions when dealing with delirequired privacy, Miss Aldrich re- cate organizational matters, but
plied "It's none of your business.'' in most cases l see no need for
Dean Whiteside agreed that the an organization to be that secrecouncil is s, news item, but said tive.
"We shouldn't have to hide
that students were not concerned
from
the public eye," he said.
enough with privacy on the cam"Who's got something to hide?"
pus.

c.nmpu£i. "I believe that anyone
wit.h "' h\lmanitarian phi1osopby

They are also planning speakers on the mall from noon to 1
p.m. on Thursday. The Guerilla
Theater will also present a "living
symbol of the effects of napalm,"
said an SDS leaflet.
Demonstrations will continue
Thursday and Friday from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at the Placement Center.
A campus controversy started
due to a letter in the Thursday,
Feb. 20 Lobo. The letter, signed
by Terry W. L. Friedman, announced a "puppy burning" on
the mall Thursday, Feb. 27.
Friedmm1's initials, T.W.J~.F.
form the acronym for the Third
World Liberation Front, an orgasization instrumental in the San
Francisco State College strikes.
Unidentified individuals have
put up posters in Mitchell Hall
denouncing the proposed burning.
ASUNM President Jim Dines said
he has received many "verbal
complaints about the burning.''
SDS is no way involved in the
proposed burning, according to Allen Cooper m1d Larry Russell,
SDS members.
Cooper said he would try to prevent the puppy burning.
Campus police said they would

Students Occupy Union

Clwilled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20

!

One of Bill Pearlman's pol3m5 obviously tiekled the fancy of fellow
poet J,ouis McAdams last night in the Union theater.

Greeks Want 'Privacy'

WANT ADS

roup

Fa<Uu

1830 lomas N.E.

Poets Will Read
In Union Theater

Hobby Korner
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The things we'll do to makeyoo happy.

•

(CPS) -Predominantly Negro
Stillman College in Tuscaloosa,
Ala. is shut down in the wake of
a classroom boycott and occupation of the Union buildings. Ac·
tion was spawned by student
complaints about academic stan·
da:rds, food service, dorm conditions, and armed campus police.
School president Harold Stin•
son ordered students off the cam·
pus Sunday, but at least 75 stay·
ed Monday night-locked inside
tne Union. They have established
their own rules of behavior and
curfew, and apologized for a
broken door.
Grievances Justified
Dr. Stinson conceded that the
students' academia grievances are
justified but he refused to fire the
man wh~ shot a student in the leg
last fall whtle sClrving as a cainpus cop. He was demoted to a
maintenance man, howevel'.
'l'he students in the building at
the small PrGsbyte:rian·affiliate
school saY theY will allow themselves to be at-rested if the police
are call<.!d in to evict them.

The University of Pennsylvania campus returned to normal
Monday- following a six-day
sit-in ended a:ftcr students won
their demands relating to the
school's exi)ansion in ghetto
areas. The agreement 1·eached bythe students and university trustees provides for: 1) Trustees. to
lead a $10 million fund raising
dt'ive fo:r community renewal
programs; 2) A commission of
students, faculty, trustees, and
community leaders which will
have the veto power over all de·
velopment plans; 3) The univer•
sity annually paying the com~
mission's costs of $75 thousand!
4) The university :replacing any
housing demolished in university
expansion.
New Commission
The newly formed commission
met with Philadelphia deputy
mayor Charles Bowser Monday
afternoon, and was promised a
meC!ting with U,S. Housing and
Urban Development Secretary
George R\lillll<lY within two weeks.

The action in student !ltdkes at
San Francisco State College and
The University of California's
Berkeley campu!l both moved indoors Monday, with only small
picket lines on the two campuses.
Peace Hopes
At San Francisco State there
were faint signs of peace in the
longest student strike in American history. Leadel's o:f the Third
World Liberation ll':ront were
meeting during the day with a
special faculty committee ap·
pointed by acting president S. I.
Hayakawa. Ther planned a gene:t:al strike nteeting late Monday
evening to report on the discussion.
The San Francisco State American Federation of 'reachers chap·
ter, which is also on strilte, bas
also been considering a settle·
ment proposed by the California
State College 'l'rustees.
At Bllrkclcy, students were
holding n1eetings Monday aftel'·
noon and evening to discuss the
issues in their 5-wcclt-old shilte.

l
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Misunderstanding

Lol<> phW> b:,r 'tony Louderbough

I

Someom• connecting an article
about sn:~ with a letter to tlle
editor corcernhtg dog burning :resulted in :his poster.

